
“EVANGELIZING THE WORLD”  Part 2 
REVELATION 7:1-17; SUPPORT SCRIPTURE 

 

II.  THE WRATH OF GOD BEGINS  - FIRST SIX SEALS, 
 FIRST HALF OF THE TRIBULATION 

 A.  Mercy before wrath 
 B.  Opening the seals, beginning the Tribulation 
 C.  Events happening simultaneously or about the  
  same time:  144,000 Jewish zealous evangelists  
  are  sealed; two powerful Jewish witnesses arrive 
  in Jerusalem; a great worldwide evangelistic  
  crusade leads many to believe in Christ; a spirit of 
  conquest and propaganda is released leading to 
  war, fear and violence, famine and death by  
  sword, hunger and beasts of 1/4 of the earth; the 
  rise of the antichrist out of the sea and the   
  beginning of his highly successful campaign of  
  world domination; persecution of those who are 
  coming to faith in God and His Christ 
 D.  The affect of the ministry of angels on earth to alter 
  the thinking of humans 
  1.  Power over the “natural” or physical world 
   “holding the four winds of the earth” 
   Ability to “harm the earth, the sea,” and “the 
    trees” 
   Satan in the days of Job 
   Physical harm, disease and death 
   Climate changers; people movers 
  2.  Judge and manage people; S & G; sealing  
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  3.  Messages, dreams and visions to humans 
  4.  Ministering spirits who serve those who will  
   inherit salvation.  Guardians?  Observers 
 

III.  SALVATION GRACE; HOPE BEYOND MURDER; 
 THERE IS MORE THAN THIS LIFE! 
 A.  What mortal eyes cannot normally see that the eyes 
  of faith do; there is more than the natural   
  empirical “rational” mind can observe and declare  
 B.  A great multitude of all the ethnic categories of  
  humanity unified, living together in harmony and 
  beauty 
  1.  Standing before the throne and the Lamb 
  2.  Clothed in the righteous robes of festive   
   celebration that someone else had dressed them 
   in 
  3.  Holding the festive branches of palms usually 
   used for celebrations 
  4.  Crying out with a mega voice in praises of God 
   who rules on the throne and to the Lamb who 
   saved them 
 C.  They are joined by that other “race” of beings who 
  do the glory of God, the angels, in total, humble  
  praise of God 
 D.  John is dazzled but gets a huge question asked of 
  him, “Who are these dressed in white robes and  
  from where did they come?” 
 E.  They have come out of the Great Tribulation;  
  martyred for the faith; this is not the church but a 
  special class of saints dedicated just to Jesus 
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“EVANGELIZING THE WORLD”  Part 2 
REVELATION 7:1-17; SUPPORT SCRIPTURE 

 

II.  THE WRATH OF GOD BEGINS  - FIRST SIX SEALS, 
 FIRST HALF OF THE TRIBULATION 
 A.  M______ before w_______ 
 B.  Opening the s______, beginning the Tribulation 
 C.  Events happening simultaneously or about the same 
  time:  144,000 Jewish zealous e__________ are 
  sealed; two powerful Jewish witnesses arrive in 
  Jerusalem; a great worldwide evangelistic crusade 
  leads many to believe in Christ; a spirit of conquest 
  and propaganda is released leading to war, fear 
  and violence, famine and death by sword, hunger 
  and beasts of 1/4 of the earth; the rise of the  
  a_________ out of the sea and the beginning of 
  his highly successful campaign of world   
  domination; persecution of those who are coming 
  to faith in God and His Christ 
 D.  The affect of the ministry of a______ on earth to 
  alter the thinking of humans 
  1.  Power over the “natural” or physical world 
   “holding the four winds of the earth” 
   Ability to “harm the earth, the sea,” and “the 
    trees” 
   Satan in the days of Job 
   Physical harm, disease and death 
   Climate changers; people movers 
  2.  Judge and manage people; S & G; sealing  



  3.  Messages, d______ and visions to humans 
  4.  Ministering spirits who serve those who will  
   inherit s_________.  Guardians?  Observers 
 

III.  SALVATION GRACE; HOPE BEYOND MURDER; 
 THERE IS MORE THAN THIS LIFE! 
 A.  What mortal eyes cannot normally see that the eyes 
  of f_____ do; there is more than the natural  
  empirical “rational” mind can observe and declare  
 B.  A great multitude of all the ethnic categories of  
  humanity unified, living together in h________ 
  and b_______ 
  1.  S_________ before the throne and the Lamb 
  2.  Clothed in the righteous robes of festive   
   c___________ that someone else had dressed 
   them in 
  3.  Holding the festive branches of palms usually 
   used for c_____________ 
  4.  Crying out with a m____ voice in praises of  
   God who rules on the throne and to the Lamb 
   who saved them 
 C.  They are joined by that other “race” of beings who 
  do the glory of God, the angels, in total, humble  
  praise of God 
 D.  John is dazzled but gets a huge question asked of 
  him, “Who are these dressed in white robes and  
  from where did they come?” 
 E.  They have come out of the Great Tribulation;  
  martyred for the faith; this is not the c______ but 
  a special class of saints dedicated just to Jesus 
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